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Your first duties-first as regards importance-are, as I have
already told you, towards Humanity. You are men before you
are either citizens or fathers. If you do not embrace the whole
human family in your affection, if you do not bear witness to
your belief in the Unity of that family, consequent upon the
Unity of God...if, where so ever a fellow-creature suffers, or
the dignity of human nature is violated by falsehood or
tyranny-you are not ready, if able, to aid the unhappy, and do
not feel called upon to combat, if able, for the redemption of
the betrayed or oppressed-you violate your law of life, you
comprehend not that Religion which will be the guide and
blessing of the future. – Giuseppe Mazzini
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Birth of a Nation
Oil

A Country is not a mere territory;
the particular territory is only its
foundation. The Country is the
idea which rises upon that
foundation; it is the sentiment of
love, the sense of fellowship which
binds together all the sons of that
territory.

Pilgrimage

Noah
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Life is not given to us that we might live idly without work. No, our life is a struggle
and a journey. Good should struggle with evil; truth should struggle with falsehood;
freedom should struggle with slavery; love should struggle with hatred. Life is
movement, a walk along the way of life to the fulfilment of those ideas which
illuminate us, both in our intellect and in our hearts, with divine light.

O my Brothers! love your Country. Our
Country is our home, the home which
God has given us, placing therein a
numerous family which we love and
are loved by, and with which we have a
more intimate and quicker communion
of feeling and thought than with
others; a family which by its
concentration upon a given spot, and
by the homogeneous nature of its
elements, is destined for a special kind
of activity.

In-between
Oil

Pardon is the virtue of victory.

The Nature of Woman
Oil

The Family is the Country of the heart. There is an angel in the Family who, by the
mysterious influence of grace, of sweetness, and of love, renders the fulfilment of
duties less wearisome, sorrows less bitter. The only pure joys unmixed with sadness
which it is given to man to taste upon earth are, thanks to this angel, the joys of the
Family.
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